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LIKE WORLD WAR I, last month's 
Rothman's Week was described as a "war to 
end all wars", the bad taste it left in so many 
mouths acrid enough for many of the top 
racers to vow: "Never again." 

This feeling was strong enough for Rick 
Nan kin - who last year drew a very pointed 
comparison between the "fantastic 
sportmanship and racing spirit" of the L26 
fleet and the accusation, counter
accusation and acrimony that took place 
among some of the Class I fleet - to make 
his participation in Teddy Kuttel's Spilhaus 
crew this year conditional: "We race on the 
water, not in front of the protest 
committee!" 

Sadly, the vows were as short lived as the 
bad taste left by Line Seuen's win last year 
(incidentally, Line Seuen is shown on the 
current Rothman's Week posters and race 
brochure flying her spinnaker from an 
illegally high mast exit point!), and the 
protest-counter protest syndrom reared its 
ugly head before the regatta even began. 
Before anyone really knew what was 
happening, there was a mini-war on 
between Ilse, Three Spears and Spilhaus. 

It all started, innocently enough, with 
Teddy Kuttel, who was delayed upcountry 
by business and family commitments, and 
arrived back in Cape Town too late to clear 
three items on Spilhaus's scrutiny list. Late 
clearance resulted in a 10% penalty, and this 
small deviation from the "straight and 
narrow" set in motion a series of protests 
among these three-quarter tonners that was 
only to end on the· morning of the prize 
giving. 

Geoff Meek, with a smaller, lighter rudder 
on order for Ilse (the 1983 winner as Line 
Seuen), notified the race committee, well 
before the regatta started, of the intended 
substitution, and received clearance for it. 
The new rudder arrived later than expected 
and was only installed on the afternoon of 
Friday December 7 - inside the stipulated 
48 hour limit - and this led to an immediate 
protest, on the morning of the first race, by 
Jan Reuvers, of Three Spears. The protest 
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was dismissed because permission for the 
substitution had been given prior to the 
change and the measurer had stated that 
the new rudder would not make enough 
rating difference to warrant re
measurement. This too, however, set a 
pattern of angry protest and retalliation that 
would continue throughout the week, and 
racing started on Sunday in what Meek des
cribed as "a very heavy atmosphere". 

That atmosphere led to a tight pre-race 
duel between Spilhaus and Three Spears, 
tight enough for Reuvers to collide with the 
bridge vessel, damaging his pulpit. The re
crossing of the start line left him far behind 
the fleet. 

Later in the week, Kuttel and Meek 
initiated a protest when Reuvers flew an in
correctly numbered Mylar spinnaker in the 
final inshore race, resulting in the 
disqualification of Three Spears - in the 
one race in which she led the fleet across the 
finish line! Reuvers retalliated with a protest 
against certain irregularities in Teddy 
Kuttel's rating certificate - after the spring 
regatta he increased the height of his mast 
and slightly altered the rig - and this 
protest was heard at 11h00 on the morning 
of the prize giving, which kept many people 
on tenderhooks and made all results 
provisional until the very last minute. 

The result was the disqualification of 
Spilhaus, although both Kuttel and Nankin 
insist that the new rig measurements had 
been included on their rating certificates. 

With the stakes as high as they are in a 
regatta like Rothman's Week, protests of 
this kind are, of course, justifiable and right. 
Compliance with the rules, however 
technical and, to some people, "nit-picking", 
are part of the game and must be observed. 
What became more and more obvious as 
Rothman's Week progressed, however, was 
that in top level competition it is foolishly 
naive and amateurish to believe that such 
infringements will be overlooked either by 
the race authorities or by the competitors. 
Knowledge and manipulation of the rules 
has become as important to racing as sailing 
skill. 

Rule 22 in the sailing instructions, for 
instance, states quite clearly: "Notwith-

standing IYRU 25.4, a yacht shall be dis
qualified without warning if she displays a 
sail number other than her own." In simple 
racing terms, Meek, Nankin and many 
others consider this a "stupid" rule which 
has little to do with boatspeed. 
Nevertheless, it was used against Reuvers. 

Sharply in focus under the 
Meek/Nankin/Kuttel spotlight as he was, 
Reuvers made a serious error in using that 
incorrectly numbered spinnaker at all, for 
whatever reason. 

Nankin believes a warning should have 
been issued, and that Reuvers should not 
have been penalised to the extent of dis
qualification. 

"This is the first regatta I've ever sailed 
where a boat has been disqualified for what 
is really a minor, technical oversight and 
disqualified without a warning. This is just 
one of the things which, over the past three 
years, has taken a great deal of the fun out of 
Rothman's Week. It all began three years 
ago, and I know that most of us would like to 
see the end of it." 

The Spilhaus debacle is more complex, 
but has left an equally bad taste in many 
mouths, particularly that of Kuttel - and a 
lot of criticism has been levelled at the race 
organisers. Told that the protest against his 
rating certificate would be held at 11.30 on 
the Monday morning, Kuttel arrived at 
RCYC to find the proceedings over and 
done with, and Spilhaus disqualified. In spite 
of his insistence that his V rating certificate 
was valid, however, Kuttel said he would not 
appeal against the decision. 

"I've had enough of all this," he said. 
The bitterness and antagonism which 

tainted, irretrievably, the week's sport for 
Ilse, Three Spears and Spilhaus, and for 
their skippers and crews, fortunately left the 
bulk of the racing fleet untouched, and the 
close competition, good weather and high 
spirits became a feature of the regatta. If 
nothing else, therefore, the events which 
soured the week for Reuvers, Kuttel and to 
a certain extent, Meek, serve to identify 
some of the elements which are better left 
out of top competitions like this. Perhaps 
there is a lesson in this for next year's 
Rothman's Week. 
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Not even the background of ·unpleasant Spears finished a breathtaking 38 seconds 

shore-side confrontation, however, can ahead of Nutcracker after 200 miles of 
detract from Meek's superb performance at sailing! 
the helm of Ilse. It was the old "Meek Magic" Sandy Ord, skippering Co-ordination, 
all over again, and a delight to see. Three was as strikingly dominant in the l.26 class 
Spears, faster than Ilse in the light as Meek was in Class I, discarding an 
conditions which dominated the week, was uncharacteristically poor fifth to win the l.26 
beaten by Meek's helmsmanship, sailing trophy with two firsts and two seconds. 
skill and aggression - even in the race won Ernie Shaw, on Hors d'Oeuure lost out very 
by Reuvers, Meek almost caught him! badly in the second race to finish ninth and 

And this skill was carried over into pre- end the regatta in second place overall with 
race preparation, where Meek made sure he two firsts, a third and a fifth. 
had also covered every possible "legal" It has been said (before Apple Maclntosh 
loophole, where he sailed close to the "legal was built) that the Lavranos-designed 
wind" - as with the rudder substitution - quarter tonner, Royal Flush, is the one 
he made sure he had the written authority of yacht in South Africa capable of a successful 
the race committee. He was not vulnerable, campaign overseas, and this was decisively 
and simply could not be faulted. This, demonstrated in Class II, where she took 
perhaps, is another lesson less prepared both line honours and handicap win in every 
yachtsmen will carry with them into next race. Skipper Lance Korte crossed the 
year's Rothman's Week. finishing line 11, 23, 12, 6 and 24 minutes 

Meek's three firsts in the four inshore ahead of his nearest rival in the five races for 
races - he took first place in the fourth race an unbroken record of wins. Gunsmoke, 
after the disqualification of Three Spears - skippered by B. Shuttleworth, sailed 
and one third, which he discarded, was a superbly to place second overall. 
highlight of the regatta, and demonstrated In the Maxi class, which drew more media 
once again that, given a good boat and a and spectator attention than the rest of the 
winning intention, Meek is almost uncatch- racing fleet together, there was some 
able. Knowing this makes Reuvers' per- intense competition, with the design 
formance and second placing overall highly differences perhaps more influential and 
creditable. Three Spears is very fast indeed telling than in Class I. Apple Maclntosh, in 
in light winds and accelerates like a race- spite of being launched just five days before 
horse, but Meek's skill and the advantages racing started, made it abundantly clear that 
of the DB-2 in fresher breezes made an un- she is potently fast! With a crew still learning 
assailable combination. to sail the boat and not yet getting the best 

What also became very apparent is that out of her, skipper Padda Kuttel won two of 
the three-quarter tonners like Ilse, Spilhaus the four races in the maxi-series, retiring 
and Three Spears are fast enough around from one and falling into a hole in the long 
an Olympic course lo trounce the one- distance race which left her wallowing while 
tonners and to seriously challenge the larger Alan Tucker, on 3CR12, roared past. 
two-tonners like Spears and Nutcracker - But she did not haue it all her own way. 
on elapsed time! The power of Voortrekker I/ and the skill of 

In the four inshore races, these three John Martin had the Navy entry in first place 
were beaten by mere minutes in three of the overall right up to the start of the long 
races, but actually beat the larger boats over distance race. Martin ended the regatta just 
the line in the second race! J.J. Provoyeur, one point behind the sophisticated maxi. 
at the helm of Spears, and Dieter Mielke, of Ranged against her much larger maxi 
Nutcracker, provided some exciting and opponents, Martin put his skill and rating 
beautifully sailed racing, the most exciting advantage to maximum use and showed 
being the long distance race in which they very clearly that both he and Voortrekker ll 
sprinted neck and neck for the finish line, are formidable. 
dodging and covering until the last second. Ludde lngvall is "over the moon" about 

Apple Macintosh's performance and 
believes she is even faster than anyone had 
hoped. Two hours ahead of 3CR12 at the 
Saldanha Bay turn mark in the light weather 
long distance race, however, they chose an 
inshore course back to Cape Point, while 
Alan Tucker went 25 miles offshore.Tucker 
found wind and Apple dropped into a hole, 
so that by the time they rounded Cape 
Point, 3CR12 was well ahead, and this is the 
order in which they finished. 

The sailing throughout the regatta was 
magnificent and exciting enough to over
shadow the relatively minor unpleasantness 
of those early protests, the weather varying 
from strong southerly winds to light 
northerlies - on two occasions the starters 
were delayed for more than an hour - and 
the lasting impression will be one of good, 
tight racing in a very friendly and sporting 
spirit. 

There is no doubt that Rothman's Week 
- and its carefully organised weather which 
has itself become a tradition - is South 
Africa's top regatta, and will remain so! 

RESULTS: 
Maxi Class 
1 - Apple Macintosh 
2 - Voortrekker II 
3 - 3CR12 
4 - Momentum Life 
5 - Cherry Blossom 

Class II 
1 - Royal Flush 
2 - Gunsmoke 
3 - Pie 
4 - Ultimate Pea 
5 - Main 

Class I 
1 - Ilse 
2 - Three Spears 
3 - Spears 
4 - First Lady 
5 - Shoestring II 

L26 
1 - Co-ordination 
2 - Hors d'Oeuvre 
3 - Mephistopheles 
4 - Aries 
5 - Kalimera 
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Rothmans 
Week 

Above. Good winds and stiff competition made this 
years Rothmans Week one of the best yet. 
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The Rolhmans Sailing Trophy 
is a replica of 

the Duke of York's column 
which overlooks Pall Mall. 

Below left. Spears preparing for the reach prior to 
rounding. 

Below. Three Navy yachts helped boost the L26 fleet 

-Rothmans Week 1984----------------

Above. Avilion and an unidentified yacht collide prior to rounding 
the weather mark. 

Below. Magic leads Spilhaus to the weather mark, while First Lady, 
in the background, prepares to tack. 

Above. Three Spears bearing off round the weather mark ahead of 
Smoke, First Lady and Shoestring. 

Below. Spilhaus bearing off after the weather mark. 

Formerly Rampant II, 3CR12 gets away downhill shortly 
after rounding the weather mark. 

Confusion at the weather mark. Cape Smoke leads 34 
South and First Lady. 

We specialise in the manufacture of high quality sails for 
One Design Classes, Dinghies and Keelboats. 
We use the best material available worldwide. 
Our sails are tested to exceed the most stringent 
requirements, and by using our unique templating 
system we ensure absolute accuracy rn 
reproduction. 
Since 1965 MUSTO & HYDE has helped top 
sailors win more than 500 Olympic, 
World, European and National 
Championships. 

WE SET THE PACE. 
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Johannesburg: Rob de Vlieg, 40 Auret Street, _Jeppe. Phone (011) 614-8523. 
Cape Town: JJ Provoyeur. Phone (021} 57-3248 or 72-9044. 
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